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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

The AVE toggle switches into a refined interior design 
project in Rome 

 
Chosen in the New Style 44 variant with aluminium front plate, the innovative AVE 
toggle switches embellish the electrical system of a home in Rome bringing a touch 

of sophisticated, modern and original style. 
 
 
In this project there are numerous elements that define the overall design, such as the AVE 
toggle switches, which represent real valuable stylistic details. 
 
The AVE New Style 44 collection represents a perfect synthesis between technology and 
design, that is available in two different variants with brushed aluminium front plate. In 
this house there are the natural one, where the characteristic chrome-colored toggle controls 
match with ferrules and lead to a new contact with lights. The toggle system incorporates the 
best of AVE technology: electric diverters, buttons, rolling blind switches and switches with 
illuminated feedback status. 
 
Thanks to its non-conventional character and its metal body, the AVE New Style 44 
collection in aluminium enhances the rooms of this house: from the living area to the 
bedroom, every visible element of the electrical system participates in the definition of a 
personal and welcoming contemporary style. The electrical system assumes importance and 
prestige, ennobled by the amiable originality of the toggle switches and by the ultra-thin and 
linear design of the AVE front plates. 
 
The AVE Allumia 44 wiring accessories complete the system thanks to their silver gray hue, 
that perfectly match with the aluminium structure of the New Style 44 and Vera 44 front 
plates (used for the power sockets). Outside, on the terrace, there are watertight self-
supporting IP55 plates to protect the white Domus 100 accessories. 
 
Inserted in the enchanting Rome, this home is an example of a new way of conceiving the 
electrical system with AVE, where function marries innovation in design as in 
technology, transforming it into a real piece of furniture. 
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